October 19, 2017

Members on the call:
Stacey Seifert, Fred Matthews, Mark Massey, Brant Bamberg, Jason Grubb, Dusty Sagers, Paul Bottini,
Galen Shumaker, Terry Kennedy, Jodi Stoddard, Sam Stoddard, Carmen Denison, Kevin Hollingsworth,
Sam Smith

Members not on the call:
Randy Hebert, Jimmy Lovelady, Rocky Southway, Allen Good

Others on call:
Ginger Myers

Discussion was started with Youth Board members needing individual emails. There is one who
currently does not so that member will be assisted with setting one up for Board correspondence.

Social media attempts to place a negative scenario on the Iron Man qualifiers chosen by the Board was
discussed. It was decided to take no action on the false statements being made.

Dusty Sagers, Royalty Committee Chair gave an update on the Royalty plans at the NFR with MRA and
room reservations. Brant Bamberg made a motion to accept the committee recommendation. Carmen
Denison seconded. Motion approved.

The dates for the last rodeo to be held during the 2017-2018 Rodeo year will be June 18, 2018.

Paul Bottini brought forth discussion about Format B rodeos. A rule change was passed last spring to
effect the current rodeo year that all format B rodeos need to have the last place paid be equal to the
amount of the entry for the rodeo.

Scholarship requests were shared. The committee recommendation was to pay the scholarships
requested. Dusty Sagers made a motion to accept the committee recommendation and Brant Bamberg
seconed the motion. Motion passed.

Respectfully submitted,

Jodi Stoddard
NLBRA Executive Board Secretary